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i

:

MAN INGH, AJ

[I]

The applicant, Jemayne Alvira Andrews ("Andrews"), seeks urgent, interim relief

inter icting the respondents, namely, The Democratic Alliance, ("the DA"), The Municipal
Man ger of the City of Cape Town ("the City") and The Independent Electoral
Com ittee ("the IEC") from:

1.1

calling any by election in the ward in respect of which applicant is a
councillor andlor;

1.2

appointing, or taking any steps to appoint, any person in the place of
applicant as councillor of the City of Cape Town and

1.3

suspendiqg or, in any way, reducing or terminating the payment to
applicant of her salary.

[21

This urgent relief is sought pending a hearing for final relief. Initially, the final

relie was solely for an order reviewing and setting aside an alleged "decision" by the DA
to t minate the applicant's membership. After the answering papers were filed, the
aPP :ant amended her Notice of Motion to seek orders: (a) "reviewing and setting aside
... 1

decision by the First Respondent to terminate the Applicant's membership of if';

and n the alternative (b) "declaring the cessation of Applicant's membership, whilst a
sitti r elected public representative, or First Respondent pursuant to the provisions of
clal e 3.5.7.9of the constitution of First Respondent was invalid and unlawful."

[31

The applicant was a member of the DA and served as a representative of the

Par

as a municipal ward councilor, for ward 22 (which covers the areas of Belhar,

Uit: , Ravensmead and Malawi Camp), on the Council of the City of Cape Town ("the
Cit!

[41

Only the DA opposed this application. The second, third and fourth respondents

fi Ie( iotices that they will abide by the decision of this court.

[51

The applicant was required to pay a "candidate fee" to the DA, arising from the

fact

~tshe acted as one of its public representatives. In a nomination application form

befc

the May 201 1 local government elections, the applicant undertook to pay this

"car

late fee" if she was elected as a councillor. The fee was to be a once-off payment
9

50% of her monthly gross salary as a councillor.

[GI

The applicant was clearly aware of her obligation to pay. She identified "DA

polit

as one of her skills on the nomination form, and corrected the amount owed from

40°/

50°h, and initialed this change.

[71

Clause 3.5.1.9 of the DA's constitution, reads:

" A member ceases to be a member of the Party when he or she ... is in
default with the payment of any compulsory public representative contribution for
a period of 2(two) months after having been notified in writing that he or she is in
arrears and fails to make satisfactory arrangements for payment of the arrears.
For this purpose 'in writing' means a lefter of demand setting out the amount
owing and the date by which it must be paid."

And Clause 3.5.2 of the DA's constitution reads:

"A member, who ceases to be a member of the Party, loses all privileges of Party
Membership and, if that member is a public representative, he or she also loses
the ofice which he or she occupies by virtue of his or her membership, with
immediate effect. "

It is common cause that:
8.1.

The applicant was required to make payment of candidate fees. The full

amount was R14 062.00.
8.2.

She was given numerous notices of her obligation to pay. She was sent

notices on: 1 July 201 1; 3 August 201 1; 2 September 201 1; 20 September 201 1;
4 October 201 1; 7 November 201 1; 7 December 201 1; 13 January 2012; and 8
March 2012.
8.3.

On 20 September 2011, she agreed to make payments by debit orders of

R2 343.67 per month. She did not.
8.4.

By 8 March 2012, she informed the DA that she would instead make

payment by a lump sum. She did not.
8.5.

On 13 April 2012, the applicant was sent a notice by email notiving her

that payment was outstanding and informing her of the consequences of nonpayment, including a full repetition of clause 3.5.1.9.
8.6.

On 10 May 2012, she was personally presented with a written notice dated

21 April 2012 requiring payment within 7 days. This notice complied with all the
requirements of clause 3.5.1.9 of the DA's constitution.

The clause was

reproduced in the notice. The applicant was therefore fully aware that if she did
not pay the outstanding amount within two months, she would cease to be a
member of the DA.

3.7.

Two months later, on 10 July 2012, the applicant had still not made

~ayment. She therefore, as a fact, ceased to be a member of the DA on that
Jate.

3.8.

On 15 August 2012, the DA advised the applicant in writing that she had

=eased to be a member of the DA. She was afforded 72 hours to provide "clear

2nd unequivocal reasons in writing" why her membership had not ceased in terms
~f clause 3.5.1.9. In other words, the DA recognised that it had to make a factual
determination if the payment had been made or not, and allowed the applicant the
3pportunity to make submissions in this regard.

8.9.

On 17 August 2012, two representatives of the DA (Ms. Shafer, who is a

senior member and an MP; and Ms. Viljoen) reminded the applicant of her
obligation to make representations by 18 August 2012. She did not dispute this
obligation, but failed to provide any submissions or to request any further time to
do so.
8.10. In the absence of any contrary subrr~issionsby the applicant, on 20 August
2012, the DA's Federal Legal Commission ("FLC") determined that her
membership had ceased on 31 July 2012. The DA's Federal Executive confirmed
this conclusion on the same day.
8.11. Thereafter, the DA still provided the applicant with additional opportunities
to prove that she had paid her fees. There were conversations between the
applicant and officials of the DA up t o at least 30 August 2012, when the applicant
was afforded yet another opportunity to show that she had, as she alleged, at
least attempted to pay her fees. She failed to provide the necessary proof.

3.12. In terms of s 27(f)(i) of the Local Government: Municipal Structures Act
117 of 1998 ("the Structures Act"), when the applicant lost her merr~bershipof the
)A, she also automatically lost her position as a councilor on the City's Council.
3.13. Because the applicant was a ward councillor, the vacancy created by her
leparture triggered the need for a by-election. The City Manager did not do so.
rhat by-election had not yet been called.
3.14. The applicant did not, and has still not, paid the R14 062.00 she owes the

PI

The applicant's argument for why she should nonetheless retain her membership

of th

)A is as follows:

9.1.

Although she had not paid her candidate fees as a fact, she believed she

had paid; and

9.2.

Although the "grammatical or ordinary meaning'' of clause 3.5.1.9 would

have the consequence that the applicant's membership automatically terminated,
that interpretation would violate the applicant's constitutional right to just
administrative action. It should therefore be avoided in favour of an interpretation
that would require the DA to afford the applicant a disciplinary hearing before
taking any action against her.

[I01

Although the applicant delayed launching the current application. The DA did not,

how

er, dispute the urgency of this matter. This is so as it transpired that a by-election

will

t be called by the fourth respondent unless and until this matter is resolved.

I

[ I 11

The issues for determination are:

11. I . Whether the applicant made any attempt to pay her candidate fee?

11.2. Whether the applicant has a prima facie right to the relief sought? And

11.3. Whether 'the applicant will suffer any demonstrable irreparable harm, and
whether the balance of convenience is against granting her the relief sought?

WHI
-

HER THE APPLICANT MADE ANY TTEMPT TO PAY THE CANDIDATE FEE?

[ I 21

On the applicant's version, although she had not, as a fact, paid her candidate

fees

,he believed that she had paid 'the amount due in two payments: R4000,OO paid

:

March 2012; and R10 062,OO on 31 May 2012. The DA did not receive these

allel

i payments because, as the applicant accepts, she paid them to the incorrect

accc

i t number.

[ I 31

The DA had two responses to the Applicant's continued assertion that she

atte

)ted in good faith to make the payments and believed that she had done so. First,

it is

elevant. What matters in terms of clause 3.5.1.9 is whether she had in fact made

the

iyments, not what she intended to do or what she believed she had done.

Sec

dly, her allegations demonstrate her dishonesty, even under oath.

Cor

tutional Court has recently held: "It is obvious that dishonesty is inconsistent with

... c

rscientiousness and integrity". Democratic Alliance v President of the Republic

of 5

~th
Africa [2012] ZACC 24 (5 October 2012).

on

As the

8

[I41

The DA's mission statement includes the following: "Icommit myself to serve with

integ

4

the people of my country". The DA submitted that the applicant's lies and half-

truth: )bout her payments clearly demonstrate that she lacks the integrity to which the
DA a

ires.

[ I 51

n its answering affidavit the DA indicated factual allegations pointing to the

appli

nt's dishonesty. The DA submitted that the applicant refuses or fails to deal with

the

!gations in the papers suggesting that it is irrelevant. The DA submitted that this

2

is in1 'rect. That, not only should honesty be a hallmark of a public representative, but
the f

ts illustrate that the applicant approaches this Court with proverbial 'dirty hands'.

The

4 submitted that on this basis alone her application should be dismissed.

[ I 61

The DA submitted that these facts illustrate that:

16.1

On 22 and 23 August 2012 the Applicant explained that she was dealing

with a Ms. Erendsen at Standard Bank (her Bank). An e-mail message was
provided, purportedly from Ms. Erendsen, which was supposed to serve to
confirm that the applicant had made payments to the DA's account.

16.2

Despite several requests, the applicant failed to ever provide Ms.

Erendsen's contact details. The reasons for her reticence became clear when the
DA directly tracked Ms. Erendsen. Not only did she work in the Vehicle and Asset
Finance Department, but denied having written the e-mail.

16.3

In the same period, the applicant was advised that documents she had

produced until then were not conclusive, and she promised to provide her bank
statements for April, May and June 2012. She failed to do so.

16.4 The applicaqt was also advised by the DA that it appeared that she had
I

paid the money into the wrong account. The applicant then amended her version
to suggest that the money she had paid had been returned to a "suspense
account" at Standard Bank, and was still being held there (several months later).
In substantiation of this version, the applicant put the DA in contact with a Mr.
Anthony Jonathan of Standard Bank.

16.5

Mr. Jonathan however failed to ever provide promised written confirmation

of his advice. On investigation, it came to light that he was a clerk in Standard
Bank's processing centre. It has also come to light that he is the applicant's
husband.

16.6 During all this time the applicant failed to come into the DA's offices and
provide any documentary proof. Only on 28 August 2012 did she provide bank
statements via the offices of another provincial Minister (Theuns Botha). These
were printed off her internet banking service which purported to show that the
payments had been made.

16.7 The DA did not accept the validity of these bank statements as they were
unlike any statements the DA's officials had seen. The DA therefore requested
official stamped bank statements and an affidavit from an official at Standard

t

3ank stating that he money was being held in a suspense account.

The

applicant did not pr$vide this proof.

n

16.8 The applica t has never done so, and still fails to provide any evidence of
he sort in the current application. She has in fact cornpounded suspicions by
I

R

~ n l yproviding stam ed copies of statements indicating "payments" and "deposits"
nto her account, w ich exclude amounts paid from her account. Clearly it is the
-

I

atter, and not the f rmer, that are relevant. This selective provision of information
s inexplicable.

[I71

The DA submitted the applicant's version is also completely implausible. That the

folloj

,g facts show that the applicant did not even attempt to make payment, or at least

man

dated facts to suit i e r belated attempts to justify her failure to pay her candidate

fees

7

17.1 The applica t's version is that the payments are being held in a suspense
account with Standlard Bank (her bank) because they had been paid into an
I

v

invalid account nu ~ber. TI- is possibility has been denied by officials of both

A

ABSA Bank (the D 's bank) and Standard Bank. Both banks confirmed that the
money would have (beenreturned to the applicant's account within a few days.

17.2 As noted above, the applicant's version relies on the advice of Mr.
Jonathan, who has been identified a s a processing clerk at Standard Bank. The
applicant confirmec) in reply that this person was in fact her husband. Yet, she
does not confirm his position at the Bank. Nor does she explain why, of all the
employees of Standard Bank, it was her husband who contacted the DA. Nor

loes she explain why, if her husband works at Standard Bank, it was so difficult

0

Dr her to obtain pro f of her payments to the wrong account, or to obtain return of
he money from

q

suspense account.

The involvement of Mr. Jonathan

I

lemonstrates the lengths the applicant went to so as to deceive the DA, and now
his Court.

1

7 . 3 The applica{t only provides stamped bank statements in her replying
iffidavit that show only the credits to her account. She relies on these statements
o show that the molney she allegedly paid to the invalid account number has not
I

Ieen returned to her account. This, she contends, proves that it is being held in a
suspense account. Yet she does not explain why she could not supply a stamped
lank statement that also showed the debits to her account. That statement would
)rove beyond dispuie that she made the payments. Her failure to do so can only
~e interpreted to mqan that, if she did provide that statement it would show that

I
70 such payments dere ever made.

17.4 On the applidant's version, the R14 062.00 is sitting in limbo in a suspense
account. The applibnt also asserts that since she lost her DA membership and
her seat as a coupcillor, she lost her "primary source of income".

In those

I

~ircumstances,the ~ 1 062.00
4
that is allegedly waiting in a suspense account
~ o u l dbe much neqded. Yet, the applicant does not explain why she has not
requested Standard Bank to return the R14 062.00 to her account. If she had,
that transaction wo~lldthen appear o n the credit statements she has provided. It
would both prove that she made the payments and provide her with desperately
needed funds. Again, her failure to request Standard Bank to return the money

that is allegedly in B suspense account can only be seen as an admission that
she never made the alleged payments.

~

the evidence also illustrates that the applicant concocted e-mail
with a Ms. Erendsen of Standard Bank, which she provided to the DA in
her version that amounts were being held in a suspense account.

he DA's counsel submitted that in sum, the applicant's version should be
as incredible. Degpite numerous opportunities to produce clear proof that her
is true, she has not done so. That this court should decide this case on the
the Applicant sirrhply never even attempted to pay the candidate fees that she

1

requir ments for an interim interdict.

7
NO P /MA FACIE RIGHT

he applicant's casq fails on this ground. This is so as on her own version it is
that she, as a fact, failed to pay the full amount of her candidate fees for more
months after the notice of 21 April 2012 (which came to her attention at least

The applicant's response to the unambiguous terms of clause 3.5.1.9 is to argue:

[231
(a)

'

?re was a decision to terminate her membership; (b) that decision was

adri-11 strative action because she was not only a member of the DA, but also an elected
reprc ~ntative;(c) the decision was not procedurally fair because she was not afforded
a fail learing; (d) clause 3.5.1.9 can and should be interpreted in light of the Constitution
to re lire a disciplinary hearing; and (e) therefore, her termination should be set aside
as u 3wful and invalid.

[241

The DA's response to this line of argument is fourfold:

24.1

First, the DA did not take a decision; the Applicant lost her membership

automatically. As no decision is taken, there can be no administrative act;
24.2

Second, even if a decision was taken, the actions of a political party - even

where it results in the removal of an elected representative

-

are not

administrative acts;
24.3

Third, the applicant was in substance afforded a fair hearing about the

issue in question: whether she had paid the money owed. There can be no right
to a hearing about the consequences that should flow from her violation of the
DA's constitution; and
24.4

Fourth, the applicant has not directly challenged the validity of clause

3.5.1.9 of the DA's constitution, nor suggested how it could be interpreted in the
mariner that she suggests.

No c zcision was taken
-

As noted above, in her amended Notice of Motion, the applicant seeks final relief

[=I
in tt

t

alternative. The first prayer is for an order "reviewing and setfing aside ... the

deci

by the First Respondent to terminate the Applicant's membership of if'. This

relie is premised on the assumption that the DA has taken a decision to remove the
aPP :ant as a member, and that this decisionlaction constitutes "administrative action" in
tern

;

of s33 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 and s l of the

Pror totion of Administrative Justice Act 3 of 2000 ("PAJA").

[261 This is incorrect. For an act to qualify as "administrative action" under PAJA, it
mu: constitute a "decision". Although the latter term is defined widely, it still requires
son

[271

t

positive determination or action by the administrator.

In Phenithi v Minister of Education and others, the Supreme Court of Appeal

helc that a consequence that occurs by operation of law is not "administrative action" in
terr

;of

PAJA.' In that case a teacher was dismissed as a result of section 14(l)(a) of

the :mployment of Educators Act 76 of 1998 because she had been absent from work
wit1 ,ut leave for 14 days. The Court concluded that the teacher could not review her
disr issal under PAJA because no decision had been taken.

Her employment

terr inated automatically. The court quoted with approval from an earlier decision of the
APL ?DateDivision:

6 (I)
SA 420 (SCA) atparas 9-10. See also Minister van Ondefwys en Kultuur en Andere v Louw
(4) SA 383 (A) at 388-389.

"There is then no question of a review of an administrative decision.
Indeed, the coming into operation of the deeming provision is not dependent
upon any decision. There is thus no room for reliance on the audi rule which, in
its classic formulation, is applicable when an administrative - and discretionary decision may detrimentally affect the rights, privileges or liberty of a person."

[281

This does not preclude the possibility of reviewing the authority's determination

that

i e factual basis for the operation of the provision exists (as an objective

juris Aional fact). But there is no scope to demand a hearing before a law applies.

Phe ti is indistinguishable from the current case.2

~291 Three decisions of this court have applied this well-established heel principles to

the

x i s e circumstances involved in this case: automatic termination of membership of

a PC ical party.

In H iderson v The Democratic ~ l l i a n c ethe
, ~ court considered the termination of the
mer lership of a member of the DA who had been found guilty of a crime contained in
schc ule 7 of the Criminal Procedure Act.

In terms of clause 3.5.1.8 of the DA's

con tution, this caused the loss of membership. The applicant complained that the DA
end I his membership without offering him a hearing. The court found that such a
hea bg was not necessary:

Th'
Mkh
Min I.
Dire'
3
Un

;ame conclusion has been reached in a number of cases involving provisions with the same effect:
lnazi v Minister of Agriculture and Forestry 1990 (4) SA 763 (D) at 768C-G; Yanta and Others v
Ir of Education and Culture, KwaZulu, and Another 1992 (3) SA 54 (N) at 55H-56B; Dyani v
~r-Generalfor Foreign Affairs and Others [I 9981 7 BLLR 735 (Tk) at 740-741.
~ortedjudgment of this court in case 12540107, of 4 December 2007, per Veldhuizen J.

"... [l]t is common cause fhat the applicant's conviction of the crimes of fraud

fall squarely within schedule 7 of the Act. In terms of clause 3.1.5.8 of [the DA's]
federal constitution the applicant, upon his conviction, ipso facto ceased to be a
member of the [DA]. It follows that no decision to end the applicant's membership
of the IDA], which is subject to review by a court, was taken.l14

[301

Similarly, in Noland v Independent ~ e m o c r a t s , Louw
~
and Erasmus JJ

con jered the validity of a decision to summarily expel the applicant from the ID before
the

lpening of the floor-crossing window-period; as well as the validity of her

sub lquent attempt to cross the floor. In so doing, it became clear that the applicant
had igned a floor-crossing form before her expulsion, thus indicating her desire to join
ano er party. The court noted that in terms of clause 15 of ,the ID'S Constitution a
mer )er automatically terminated their membership if they joined another party. The
cas mas ultimately decided on other bases, but the court noted as follows:

"As a member of the ID, the applicant's relationship with the ID was
determined by the ID constitution and the consequences which, in terms of the
constitution flowed from the fact of her joining another political party. She took the
decision and joined another political party and she is bound by and must accept
the automatic consequence of her action. On the construction of the constitution
that she had, by joining another party, automatically terminated her membership,
the applicant ceased to be a member of the ID before the end of Friday 31 August
2007."
Ibi
~r
Ibi

my emphasis).
ported judgment of this court in case 13275107, of 1 April 2008, per Louw J, Erasmus J concurring
3t para 26 (my emphasis).

[31I

Finally, in Brummer v Democratic Alliance & Others, case no. 17305112,

unre xted judgment, Traverso DJP held that, absent an attack on the validity of clause
3.5.' I , a niember who fails to pay candidate fees for two months after demand has no
prim facie right to have her membership re-,instated. Implicit in this conclusion, was the
findi I that the clause operated automatically and no decision was taken.

[321

The founding papers in the current application were clearly based on those in the

B r u ~ mer case. The applicant however attempts to distinguish her case in that:

32.1

Mr. Brummer was a so-called proportional-representation councilor, while

she was a ward councilor. Why this should make a difference is hard to see.
Clause 3.5.1.9 of the DA's Constitution does not distinguish between types of
councilors.

Both types are required to pay candidate fees. The similarity is

instead that both IMr. Brummer and the applicant failed to pay the required
aniounts.

32.2

Mr. Brummer sought to be reinstated as a member of the DA in urgent

proceedings. This is however identical to the applicant's case. She can only take
up her seat as a councillor again if she never lost her membership of the DA.

32.3

Mr. Brummer actually made submissions to the DAIS FLC as required in

the notice to him. This however counts against the applicant. She is in an even
worse position that Mr. Brummer, because she failed to take up the opportunity to
make submissions when she had the chance to do so.

32.4 At the hearing of this matter on 11 October 2012, the parties agreed that
Ince the written judgment in the Brummer matter was handed down, they could
Aect to file supplementary subrnissions. On 31 October 2012, applicant filed
;upplementary submissions seeking to distinguish the cases on twofold:

32.4.1.

That in the Brummer matter, at the hearing the interim relief

for an interdict against taking steps to appoint another in the position
declared vacant and for filling the vacancy created by the termination of
Brummer's membership became moot and only prayer 2 remained, that of
final relief seeking the reinstatement of Brummer as a member of the DA.
That it was conceded by Brummer's counsel that this final relief could not
be granted without a declaratory being granted that clause 3.5.1.9. of the
DA's constitution was against public policy. That an application to amend
the notice of motion to incorporate such a prayer was made during
argument and the court without going into the merits, refused the
application to amend, and as a consequence of the concession by
Br~immer'scounsel, the application for final relief failed. That in casu, the
matter is for interim relief not final relief.

32.4.2. That in casu, the issue of clause of 3.5.1.9 of the DA's constitution
was, raised and dealt with (to the extent necessary in interim proceedings)
both in the papers and in argument.

I find that, the applicant's submissions take this matter no further.

[331

ese cases conclusively refute the applicant's suggestion that it is grossly unfair or

uncc

;cionable for a political party to include in its constitution provisions which

surr

irily terminate membership of the party in defined circumstances. This court has

rep(

3dly accepted that these provisions require no decision.

[341

The applicant attempts to deal with this fatal flaw in her case by arguing that the

DA

in fact take a decision: it granted her additional time to comply with clause 3.5.1.9

and

ien gave her numerous opportunities to show that the DA's initial factual

detc

~inationwas false.

acc

modate the applicant, the DA somehow turned an automatic consequence into a

dec

In. This would in essence mean that her automatic loss of membership was, or

cou

De, 'undone' by the DA when it sought to accommodate her or give her the benefit

of 2

joubts. This argument is dealt with below in the section demonstrating that the

aPF

ant did in fact have a fair hearing.

The applicant appears to suggest that by attempting to

Dec ions of Political Parties are not Administrative Acts
-

[35~ The applicant correctly accepts that, ordinarily, decisions of political parties do not
cor

tute administrative actions because they are simply the decisions of private

Par

;. However, she contends that if the member is also an elected public official, then

disc

linary action against that member @ administrative action.

[36

This in my view is incorrect. Decisions to terminate a person's party membership

is r

administrative action even if that person holds elected public office. Further more,

1I

the p rty and structures must abide by the same membership disqualification criteria.

[37]

In the first place, the actions of the DA regulating its relationship with its merr~bers

1

(und r the DA's constitution) are not an exercise of public power, or a power akin to any

I

gove nmental power. The DA's conduct is thus not subject to PAJA, or to so-called

PI

'rule- f-law' review in terms of s l (c) of the Constitution.

I

37.1 The question whether a function by an ostensibly private body was subject
to review as an exercise of public power, was considered in Calibre Clinical

I

Consultants (Pty) Ltd and Another v National Bargaining Council for the

I

whether the actions of a political party amounted to administrative action had

I
I
I
I

I
I

Road Freight Industry and

not her.^

The court noted that the question

received "varying responses".8 The court concluded that disciplinary decisions by
sports clubs were not susceptible to review merely because the public was
interested. Nugent JA noted that he had "considerable doubt whether a body can
be said to exercise 'public powers' or perform a 'public function' only because the
public has an interest in the manner in which its powers are exercised or its
functions are performed, and I find no support for that approach in other cases in
this country or abroad.llg

' 201( 1 (5) SA 457 (SCA).
lbid 3t para 35.
The court thus doubted the findings in the earlier case of Tirfu Raiders Rugby Club v SA Rugby Union
and C thers [2006] 2 All SA 549 (C), which had held that the SA Rugby Union exercised public powers and
perfo~meda public function, principally, it seems, because the matters in which it engages are matters of
public interest. So too, the decisions of the erstwhile United Cricket Board (as CSA's predecessor) were
not c~nsideredto constitute administrative action in Cronje v UCBSA 2001 (4) SA 1361 (T). See also the

9

37.2

The test which arises from the cases of AAA Investments (Pty) Ltd v

\~licroFinance Regulatory Council and
3

not her'' and Calibre Clinical is that

function by an ostensibly private body is subject to review under PAJA if it is

'governmental in nature". In Calibre Clinical the court stated that -

"[40] It has been said before that there can be no single test of universal

spplication to determine whether a power or function is of a public nature, and I
agree. But the extent to which the power or function might

or might not be

described as 'governmental' in nature, even if it is not definitive, seems to me
nonetheless to be a useful enquiry. It directs the enquiry to whether the exercise
of the power or the performance of the function might properly be said to entail
public accountability, and it seems to me that accountability to the public is what
judicial review has always been about. It is about accountability to those with
whom the functionary or body has no special relationship other than that they are
adversely affected by its conduct, and the question in each case will be whether it
can properly be said to be accountable, notwithstanding the absence of any such
special relationship."

37.3

In Calibre Clinical, the procurement decisions of a bargaining council

created under legislation were not treated as governmental in nature. This was
because it was "a voluntary association that is created by agreement to perform
functions in the interests and for the benefit of its members"." The DA is no
different.

(1) SA 343 (CC).
re Clinical at para 41

find that there is 'thus no general right to review the actions of the DA as if they

[38]

were a public power.

[39]

f

he only basis on which this court c o ~ ~ lpossibly
d
intervene is in cases on

unfairn ss in the proceedings of a domestic tribunal.''

additional requirement of 'fairness' cannot be implied or interposed in all
For instance, in South African Maritime Safety Authority v

AJA found that in the employment setting, there is no imperative to
contract of employment by simply incorporating into it the

the second place, 'the cases that the applicant relies on are easily

.I The majority of these decisions concern the need for natural justice in

proceedings. The DA fully accepts that the principles of natural
when it disciplines its members. But that does not mean that a
never lose her membership of a poli.tical party without a hearing.
decisions address the constitutionality of a provision such as
clause 3.5.1.9.

12

Taylor v Kurtstag NO and Others 2005 (1) SA 3 6 2 (W) at para 42; Turner v Jockey Club of South Africa
1974 (3) 3A 633 (A); Jockey Club of South Africa v Forbes 1993 (1) SA 649 (A); and Max v Independent
Democra 's and Others 2006 ( 3 ) SA 112 (C).
l 3 2010
SA 601 (SCA) at para 35.
(:I)

f
t
P

e decision to discipline a member of a political party constitutes administrative

ction in terms of PAJA. He expressly held that it makes no difference as the
recess would in any event be subject to the principles of natural justice.

P

ecogr~isingthe public consequences of a decision to expel a member does not

onvert the decision into administrative action.

The case does not aid the

pplicant.

'~
the court accepted that, in
In Marais v Democratic ~ l l i a n c e ,although
a decision of a political party could constitute administrative action, the
to expel a person from a party and thereby remove him as the mayor
as

not

administrative action. In any event, the clause in issue concerned a

situation where the party took an active decision, not a case where a person lost
i e r membership automatically.

41.4

Diko & Others v Nobongoza & othersq6concerned a decision to expel a

member of a political party where the party had not given the member proper
notice of the disciplinary hearing. The DA accepts that it must give notice of
disciplinary hearings.

But its constitution did not require a hearing in these

circumstances, so Diko is irrelevant.

41.5

Harding v Independent ~emocrats"concerned a provision of a political

party's constitution that read: "any member who joins another political party or is

2006 (3) SA 112 (C).
[200: ] All SA 424 (C); 2002 (2) BCLR 171 (C).
l62006 (3) SA 126 (C).
" [200 ,] 2 All SA 199 (C); 2008 (5) BCLR 523 (C)

l4

l5

proved to have assisted in the formation of another political party may be
summarily expelled from the party by the party leader". The court held that the
member was entitled to a hearing before being expelled, and that he had received
a fair hearing. The case is in any event different as the party leader had a
discretion to expel the member, while clause 3.5.1.9 affords the DA no discretion.
Davis J held that being a career politician does not establish any legitimate
expectation to a salary; politicians serve at the pleasure of the electorate.

Th
-

~pplicanthad a fair hearing

[4;

Even if the applicant can raise procedural fairness
of natural justice

- either under PAJA or the

- the determination must be based on the facts of the case.'* In

thi

ase the applicant was given an opportunity to make submissions to the DA, which

WE

considered. This satisfied the requrrement of procedural fairness.

18

I

45
CJ
06

Star Fishing (Pty) Ltd v Minister of Environmental Affairs and Others 2004 (4) SA 490 (CC) at para
e also Du Preez and Another v Truth and Reconciliation Commission 1997 (3) SA 204 (A), Corbett
erred to the (now) oft-quoted words of Lord Mustill in Doody v Secretary of State for the Home
'merit and Other Appeals [I9931 3 All ER 92 (HL) at 106d - h:
"What does fairness require in the present case? My Lords, I think it unnecessary to refer [to] by
name, or to quote from, any of the often-cited authorities in which the courts have explained what
is essentially an intuitive judgment. They are far too well known. From B them, I derive the
following. (1) Where an Act of Parliament confers an administrative power there is a presumption
that it will be exercised in a manner which is fair in all the circumstances. (2) The standards of
fairness are not immutable. They may change with the passage of time, both in the general and in
their application to decisions of a particular type. (3) The principles of fairness are not to be
applied by rote identically in every situation. What fairness demands is dependent on the context
of the decision, and this is to be taken into account in all its aspects. (4) An essential feature of the
context is the statute which creates the discretion, as regards both its language and the shape of
the legal and administrative system within which the decision is taken. (5) Fairness will very often
require that a person who may be adversely affected by the decision will have an opportunity to
make representations on his own behalf either before the decision is taken with a view to
producing a favourable result, or after it is taken, with a view to procuring its modification, or both.
(6) Since the person affected usually cannot make worthwhile representations without knowing
what factors may weigh against his interests fairness will very often require that he is informed of
the gist of the case which he has to answer."
1

[431

The applicant was granted every opportunity to: (a) pay the money she owed; and

(b) F ~vethat she had in fact paid the money by the agreed deadline.

[441

The applicant was given nine monthly reminders of her outstanding fees

begi ling on 1 July 201 1. She had more than a year to pay. Despite promises to pay,
she

d not. She was sent a notice informing her of the consequences of her continued

non- ayment on 13 April 2012. She did not pay. She was sent a second notice on 10
May 012. She did not pay. The last two notices repeated the text of clause 3.5.1.9 and
clea

I

indicated the consequences of non-payment.

The applicant ignored those

con: quences.

[451

On 20 August 2012, the DA concluded that she had not paid her candidate fees

and

er merr~bershiphad therefore ceased on 13 July 2012. But the DA afforded her

amr

opportunity after that decision to indicate that the FEC and the FLC had been

misi ten. She was initially given 72 hours, and thereafter additional opportur~itiesto
sho that she had paid her fees. She did not. The applicant cannot reasonably contend
that le process followed by the DA was unfair.

[461

The applicant now contends that the DA's largesse in giving the applicant every

OPP tunity to first make the payment, and then to show that the payment had been
ma( , places the DA in the "horns of a dilemma". Either the cessation of membership
flow j automatically in which case the DA was not entitled to grant the applicant any
extc sions and her membership ceased on 13 June 2012, not 10 July 2012 as the DA
con nds. Or, the DA does in fact have the power to take a decision to terminate
me1 ~ership,which is then reviewable as administrative action.

P

err~bership if she "is in default with the payment of any compulsory public

her
repr sentative contribution for a period of 2(two) months after having been notified in

4

writirlg that he or she

I$

in arrears and fails to make satisfactorv arrangements for

payment of the arrear$."

The opportunity to make "satisfactory arrangements"

necessarily implies that the DA may agree with a member that the payment may be

t

mad

outside of the two months default period.

If, for example, the DA issues the

requ red written notice and the member immediately responds stating that she can only

I

pay he outstanding amaunt in installments over four months, the DA can permit her to
o.

If she fails to comply with that "satisfactory arrangement'' she loses her

bership. To put it differently, a member will lose her membership if: (a) she fails to
pay or make "satisfacto~ryarrangements" within two months; or (b) she reaches an
ment with the DA on how the money will be paid, but fails to comply with that
ment. Clause 3.5.1.9 therefore permits the opportunities that the DA provided to

The decisions to allow a member to make alternative arrangements for payment
decision about membership. They are a decision about how payment will be
If that arrangement is not complied with, the member loses her membership

[49]

Hoexter partially criticizes the decision in Phenithi on the ground that the

legislation deemed the educator to be dismissed after 14 days "unless the employer

d~re:tsotherwise". This wording irr~pliedthat there must have been a decision not to

I

dire( ~ t h e r w i s e . ' But,
~ as Mpati DP noted in Phenithi, it was not the applicant's case
that

ere was a decision not to direct otherwise. It was only her case that there was a

deci ~nto discharge. The same applies in the current case.

[sol As in Pheniti, the applicant here has challenged the decision to terminate her
men ership. She has not challenged the decision to grant her additional opportunities
to c ?ply with her obligations under the DA's constitution. It would be unusual if she
did.

[51I

Second, if indeed clause 3.5.1.9does not permit the DA to grant any extensions,

then the
and qe notice of 13 April 2012 was a notice in terms of clause 3.5.1.9,
APF :ant lost her membership on 13 June 2012, rather than 10 July 2012 as the DA
con qds. It is not clear how it might assist the applicant's case if she convinced this
CO U

that she lost her membership one month earlier. The fact would remain that she

lost 3r membership as an automatic consequence of clause 3.5.1.9.

linistrative Law in South Africa (2ed) at 202.

Ther
-

is no challenge to,clause 3.5.1.9

[521

Finally, all the appl~icant'stexts are incompatible with the clear wording of clause

3.5.1 I . The applicant amended her notice of motion to attack not only the "decision" to
term ate her membership, but also the "cessation" of her membership in terms of
clau:

3.5.1.9. However, despite hinting at such a challenge in both her founding and

reply ~gaffidavits, the applicant has not asked this court for a declaration that clause
3.5.1 3 itself is invalid. This court therefore accepts that clause 3.5.1.9 as it stands is
valid

In Brummer v Democratic Alliance & others,*' Traverso DJP held on virtually

[531

iden :al facts, that in the absence of a challenge to the validity of clause 3.5.1.9, a
pers

iin the

position of the applicant had no prima facie right.

[541

In reply, the applicant suggests that she will, in the envisaged final proceedings,

attac

clause 3.5.1.9. The applicant's amended Notice of Motion however specifies the

final elief that will be sought, and gives no inkling of an attack on clause 3.5.1.9. Her
inte~ ons are thus far from clear, as is the basis of any attack on Clause 3.5.1.9.

Instead of attacking the validity of clause 3.5.1.9, the Applicant seems to argue

[551

that lause 3.5.1.9 can be "interpreted' to afford the DA a discretion or obligation to: (a)
the applicant a disciplinary hearing; and (b) following that hearing impose a

affo

sanl Ion other than termination of membership.

2

No. 17305112 (12 September 2012)

[561

rhis appears to be akin to the principle of 'reading down' unconstitutional

legis1 ve provisions - i.e. reading them in a manner which avoids an unconstitutional
resull

'

But such relief must be based on a plausible reading of the words, which is not

overl: ;trained."

Tellingly, the applicant makes no atternpt to explair~how her favoured

inter^ :tation is compatible with the words of the clause. She points to no vagueness or
ambil ity and no influences of textual or historical context that make such an

"inter etation" plausible.

She argues only that such an interpretation would better

prote

her right to just administrative action.

[571

But interpretation must have some relationship to the words that are actually

used Words cannot be "interpreted" to mean something they do not say, no matter how
high

e constitutional stakes. There is absolutely no suggestion in the text of clause

3.5.1

that suggests either the power (let alone the obligation) to grant a disciplinary

heari

21

J,

or to impose any sanction other than termination. The applicant's remedy in the

Set Lishop "Remedies" in Woolman et a1 Constitutional Law of South Africa (2ed), Vol 1, chapter 9, at
9-87.
22 In I
estigafing Directorate: Serious Economic Offences And Others v Hyundai Motor Distributors (Pty)
Ltd A, Others; In Re Hyundai Motor Distributors (Pty) Ltd And Others v Smit NO and Others 2001 (1) SA
545 (( ,), the Court stated the principle that:
... [Jludicial officers must prefer interpretations of legislation that fall within
"[23]
constitutional bounds over those that do not, provided that such an interpretation can be
reasonablv ascribed to the section.
Limits must, however, be placed on the application of this principle. On the one
[241
hand, it is the duty of a judicial officer to interpret legislation in conformity with the
Constitution so far as this is reasonably possible. On the other hand, the Legislature is under
a duty to pass legislation that is reasonably clear and precise, enabling citizens and officials
to understand what is expected of them. A balance will often have to be struck as to how this
tension is to be resolved when considering the constitutionality of legislation. There will be
occasions when a judicial officer will find that the legislation, though open to a meaning which
would be unconstitutional, is reasonably capable of being read 'in conformity with the
Constitution'. Such an interpretation should not, however, be unduly strained." [emphasis
added]
In Dir :tor of Public Prosecutions, Transvaal v Minister of Justice and Constitutional Development, and
Othe, 2009 (4) SA 222 (CC) at para 81 (and at n80) the Court refers to the range of cases in which the
princi 4 has been applied that a lawful interpretation must be favoured over an unlawful one. The Court
(at P 3 84) however "cautioned ... that an interpretation that seeks to bring a provision within
consl fional bounds should not be unduly strained." [emphasis added]

face

(

the striking clarity of the text of clause 3.5.1.9 is to seek a declaration that clause

3.5.1. is unconstitutional and invalid. She has not done so.

[581

Even if clause 3.5.1.9 were textually capable of an alternative interpretation, the

DA dl 3utes that it would be appropriate to adopt such an interpretation. The applicant's
case lppears to be that there are no circumstances in which a political party can
termi: ite a person's membersl~ipwithout a disciplinary hearing - at least where that
persc

is an elected official. Put differently, the applicant contends that a political party

may

ot determine that there are some actions for which expulsion is the only

punis ment.

[591

A consideration of some of the other situations in clause 3.5.1 show that this is an

unter ble view.

Clause 3.5.1 provides that a member automatically loses her

mem ~rshipif she: (a) joins another party; (b) canvasses other DA members to resign
from i e Party or support another party; (c) stands against an official candidate of the
DA;

(d) is convicted of a serious criminal offence. The applicant cannot seriously

sugg ;t that a member of the DA who joins another party must be given a disciplinary
heari 2 to determine what the appropriate sanction for that action should be. The DA
musl l e allowed to decide that there are certain offences 'that are so serious that
term ation is the only option.

[GO1

The DA has decided that non-payment of candidate fees is one of those offences.

Ther are obvious reasons for this choice. It indicates the importance the DA places on
payir 1 fees, provides a strong incentive for members to do so expeditiously, and eases
the : ministrative burden of convening disciplinary hearings. It is not for this court to

31

determ ne what actions the DA should regard as sufficiently serious offences to warrant
automz tic expulsion.

[61]

!

lause 3.5.1.9 does not preclude the applicant from making representations to

the D

challenging its factual determination that she had not paid her fees. She was

given very opportunity to do so. Nor does it prevent judicial review of the DA's factual
deter ination. All it does is provide that, once it has been conclusively determined that
a me ber had not paid her fees, termination is the only possible result. There is nothing
consti tionally objectionable about such a provision.

IRRE~ARABLEHARM
I

[62]

The applicant's application recognises that - as a fact - she has lost her

memkarship of the party. -The determination underlying this situation is not directly
challe iged.

[63]

Nonetheless, she seeks interim relief to, in effect, temporarily reinstate her

memkership of the DA, in order to retain her seat on the City Council. This would
requir? this court making the finding, in interim relief proceedings, that the applicant's
memtership must be prospectively reinstated for a short period until a court can hear
the fir al relief and decide whether she is a member of the Party or not. This would be
unpre~edented.

[64]

It is also clear that the applicant only seeks to foist herself on the DA so that,

pendiig a hearing for final relief, she can b e "restored' to the seat she previously held as

a

COL

illor. Her interest in taking up these positions also appears to be merely to

secur her "salary".

[651

n Harding v The Independent Democrats and others this court found as

follow

"One has to ask serious questions as to what are the implications of being
3

professional politician. Are Courts to come to the rescue of politicians who may

ose their livelihood by losing their seat?

The livelihood of politicians surely

Jepends upon their accountability to the electorate. It is the electorate who put
hem there in the first place.

They have no legitimate expectation to enjoy a

ivelihood in perpetuity. Accordingly it appears to me that this argument can
:ertainly have little weight in this dispute. It does not place the applicant in any
9igher position than an aggrieved employee in a disciplinary hearing." 23

[661

w e n if the applicant could be viewed as an employee, her relief would be

excel onal. In the context of labour law, Grogan Workplace Law at 435 explains the
situa. n as follows:

"Initially, the court appeared to take the view that it could not [grant status
quo orders to order the temporary reinstatement of an employee pending
resolution of a dispute under the Labour Relations Act 66 of 19951. In later
decisions the court has held that temporary reinstatement is permissible in
appropriate circumstances. However, the court has stressed that mere loss

23

[201 1 2 All SA 199 (C); 2008 (5) BCLR 523 (C) at

of income or the humiliation caused by suspension pending a disciplinary
inquiry is not necessarily sufficient to justify a claim for urgent relief."

]

In Hultzer v Standard Bank of SA (Pty) ~

t thed court
~ (per
~ Revelas J)

nd as follows:

"[I I]

These . . . cases illustrate the principle that the Labour Court would

only grant urgent interim relief amounting to status quo relief in very special
circumstances has now been firmly established.

1121

I have considered the grounds for urgency raised by the applicant.

Insofar as the applicant alleges that there would be an injury to his reputation
and a possibility that the respondent could employ another person in his
position, these are not factors which distinguish the applicant's case from any
other dismissal case. The applicant has not demonstrated with reference to
proper facts why his particular case is different in this regard.

1131

Financial hardship or loss of income is not regarded as a ground for

urgency . ... The applicant, in its founding papers, has not put forward any
evidentiary detail with regard to injury to his reputation if he is not reinstated in
his former position by way of urgent interim relief."25

(19!
Thi
Unive

24

25

20 ILJ 1806 (LC).
~proachwas also taken in University of the Western Cape Academic Staff Union and Others v
J of the Western Cape (1 999) 20 ILJ 1300 (LC) at para 16, and in many other cases.

F

reinstat g a Municipal Manager pending the resolution of dispute proceedings. The
court f

T

nd that the "humiliation suffered by him by reason of the suspension and the

f

tarnishi g of his name which it implies", was not a good enough basis for this relief. -This

1

approa h has also been followed in many subsequent cases.

even if the applicant could be treated as an employee, she would have to
than financial prejudice and embarrassment to justify reinstatement on an
She has failed to do so.

[70]

--he interim reinstatement of a politician into public office would also lead to

undesirable results. The applicant was elected as a DA representative and held her
seat as a representative of the DA. Now that her membership of the DA has ended, so
has he, democratic mandate. If the applicant is convinced that she has electoral support
outside of her membership of the DA, she is free to stand as an independent candidate
or as a member of another party in the by-election for the ward.

[71]

1

f the applicant could occupy the seat, while in open dispute with the DA, the DA

would effectively lose its seat which it won in democratic elections.

Instead, the

applic nt would be able to occupy the seat for her personal interests, and would be
and political instruction.

BALAF E OF PREJUDICE

[721

r current purposes (i.e. for interim relief), the relief sought by the applicant

would (

y be justified if it was necessary to maintain the status quo. In other words, the

applica

would have to show that if the City Manager or the Minister performed their

duty a

called the by-election, then her claim for final relief would somehow be

renderc

[731

meaningless.

case to this effect has been made out in this regard. -The applicant's only

concer

is securing her salary. Her financial position will not be affected if the seats

either:

) remain vacant; or (b) someone else fills the seat in the interim. She is neither

prejudi

d nor advantaged by the alternatives.

[741

:he applicant persists with her application for final relief, and if she is successful,

it will t

open to her to argue that she should be 'reinstated' in the seat. Of course, a

Court

ill have a discretion whether to grant relief that has such 'knock-on'

consec

mces;27 and whoever is appointed following the by-election may wish to oppose

the m:

:r.

[751

nly in reply does the applicant make out any semblance of a case in this regard

- sug sting that a Court will never reinstate her in due course and remove her
replac

lent. Courts have, in other cases, reinstated a councilor who was unlawfully

remov

and in so doing removed his or her replacement. In this regard, see for

27

A co
Tender
para 2E
Rooyer
conseq

has a discretion to grant relief setting aside allegedly unlawful action - Chairperson, Standing
)mmittee and Others v JFE Sapela Electronics (Pty) Ltd and Others 2008 (2) SA 638 (SCA) at
In Seale v Van Rooyen NO and Others; Provincial Government, North West Province v Van
10 and Others 2008 (4) SA 43 (SCA) at para 13, the court highlighted that the knock-on
ices would be an important consideration in exercising this discretion.

36

-

instant !, Dorfling v The Independent ~ernocrats*' and Mthethwa v Municipal

Managtrr, Uthungulu District Municipality and others2'

[76]

Ely contrast, granting the applicant relief will cause the DA and the citizens of

Ward 212 real prejudice. The DA will lose one of the seats on the City Council that it won
in a denocratic election. The people of Ward 22 will be represented by a person for
whom 'hey did not vote and who will be outside the discipline of the party that they
supported. The balance of prejudice lies against granting interim relief.

IT IS 03DERED THAT:

The ap iication is dismissed with costs.

URD MANSINGH, AJ

28

29

Unre~lortedjudgment of this court in case I496312007 of 11 June 2007, per Steyn AJ (as she then was).
[200;'] JOL 20640 (N).

